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Abstract— The use of a shared medium leaves wireless networks, including mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, vulnerable
to jamming attacks. In this paper, we introduce a jamming
defense mechanism for multiple-path routing networks based on
maintaining deceptive flows, consisting of fake packets, between
a source and a destination. An adversary observing a deceptive
flow will expend energy on disrupting the fake packets, allowing
the real data packets to arrive at the destination unharmed. We
model this deceptive flow-based defense within a multi-stage
stochastic game framework between the network nodes, which
choose a routing path and flow rates for the real and fake
data, and an adversary, which chooses which fraction of each
flow to target at each hop. We develop an efficient, distributed
procedure for computing the optimal routing at each hop and
the optimal flow allocation at the destination. Furthermore, by
studying the equilibria of the game, we quantify the benefit
arising from deception, as reflected in an increase in the valid
throughput. Our results are demonstrated via a simulation
study.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multi-hop wireless networks have been deployed or envisioned in applications ranging from infrastructure monitoring
to battlefield communication [1]. The use of an open wireless medium, however, leaves wireless networks vulnerable
to jamming attacks, in which an adversary broadcasts an
interfering signal in the vicinity of a receiving node and
thereby prevents packets from being correctly decoded [2].
The jamming attack can severely limit the throughput of a
communication session unless defense measures are taken.
Current approaches to mitigating jamming attacks use
randomization techniques at one or more layers to prevent the
adversary from targeting packets. At the physical layer, frequency hopping is used to prevent the adversary from identifying the frequency band used by the nodes [3]. Generalized
mechanism-hopping methods are employed at higher layers,
in which the network nodes switch between different communication protocols in order to prevent protocol-specific
attacks [4]. Jamming has also been mitigated by dividing
traffic flows among multiple paths, so that network flows can
be shifted away from paths that are being jammed [5], [6].
These defense methods are inherently reactive, in that they
are not activated until the adversary has already reduced the
network throughput. Furthermore, while their main objective
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is to hide information on the frequency channel, communication protocol, or network routing topology, they do not
employ deception to actively mislead the adversary.
In this paper, we introduce a proactive deception mechanism for mitigating wireless jamming, in which the source
node introduces a false flow, consisting of randomly generated packets. If all traffic is encrypted, then an adversary
will not be able to distinguish between real and false flows.
The adversary will then expend its limited resources, such as
jamming power, on attacking the false flow, thereby reducing
the impact on the real flow.
We introduce a game-theoretic framework for modeling
and developing deceptive flow-based jamming mitigation
between a single source and a destination. Our framework
consists of two components. First, at the intermediate nodes
between the source and the destination, we formulate a multiperson Stackelberg game, in which the intermediate node
moves first and chooses the next hop for both the real and
false flows. The adversary then selects how much power to
allocate to jamming each flow at that hop. We introduce
the concept of path Stackelberg equilibrium, describing the
optimal strategies of both the intermediate node and the
adversary, and prove the existence of such an equilibrium
in behavioral mixed strategies.
Second, we consider the rates chosen for the real and
deceptive flows at the source. Under this formulation, the
source first chooses the flow rates, and then the intermediate
nodes and adversary respond by choosing routing and jamming strategies, respectively. We introduce a rate Stackelberg
equilibrium describing the optimal flow allocation by the
source, and prove the existence of such an equilibrium.
We provide an efficient procedure for computing both the
path and rate Stackelberg equilibria for a given network.
We demonstrate this approach by analyzing a network in
which the source has a logarithmic utility function and
the adversaries pursue independent strategies at each hop.
The effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated through
numerical examples.
We also introduce the notion of value of deception in order
to evaluate the benefit of deception in multi-hop routing
games. When the value is greater than 1, deception is
valuable to the source node for mitigating the attack, and the
utility gain of deceptive routing is measured by the difference
between the equilibrium utility of the game and the utility
under routing strategies without deception.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
III, we present our system model and game formulations.
We discuss the existence of equilibrium solutions and a
backward induction method to compute the equilibrium. In
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Section IV we provide analysis for the special case where
each hop is independent and the source has a logarithmic
utility function. Section V contains our simulation results.
Section VI concludes the paper and points out future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Game-theoretic approaches have been widely applied to
routing problems in communication networks [15], [12]. In
recent years, hierarchical multi-hop network architectures
have emerged as an essential aspect of emerging communication networks. For instance, while cellular-based communication has been the leading architecture in the past
decade, recent advances in wireless networking, such as the
need for distributed multi-hop communication has imposed
a hierarchical architecture on many next generation wireless
networks [13], [14]. In [8], we have introduced a distributed
dynamic routing algorithm for secondary users to minimize
their interference with the primary users in multi-hop cognitive radio networks. We have used a temporal and spatial dynamic non-cooperative game to model the interactions among
secondary users as well as their influences from primary
users in the multi-hop structure of the network. In [7], we
have proposed a dynamic secure routing game framework to
effectively combat jamming attacks in distributed cognitive
radio networks. A stochastic multi-stage zero-sum game
framework adopted is based on the directional exploration
of ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) algorithms.
The zero-sum game captures the conflicting goals between
malicious attackers and honest nodes, and considers packet
error probability and delay as performance metrics. In [9],
we have formulated a noncooperative game to analyze the
complex interactions between wireless users and a malicious
node in the context of relay station-enabled wireless networks.
Our work is also related to the following works that
apply game theory to deception. In [10], the authors have
studied a leader-follower game where the actions of the
leader determine the information available to the follower. By
concealing information, the leader degrades the performance
of the follower that attempts to choose one out of several
resources with the best state among all. In [11], the authors
have formulated a general two-player, zero-sum game, that
takes into account the possibility that one player may implement deception to neutralize the other player’s information.
In [16], the authors have introduced a diagrammatic hypergame representation termed as hypergame perception model
(HPM). HPM is derived from the established hypergame
approach, and is used to model misperception and deception.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we introduce a general multi-hop framework for deceptive routing in communication networks. Let S
be the source node and D be the destination node. A source
sends its data to two different nodes. One is a legitimate
node, denoted by RG , which seeks the best routing path for
data from its source to destination. The other one, denoted
by RD , is chosen to deceive attackers along the path. The

Fig. 1. Illustration of deceptive routing in sensor networks: A source node S
splits its rates into two routes, one being legitimate and the other one being
deceptive.

source splits its data rate between RG and RD . It sends to RG
at rate xG and sends to RD at rate xD , where
xD + xG = 1.

(1)

After RG and RD are chosen, each node explores the routing
path by seeking the node for the next hop. Let LD , LG be
the number of explorations before reaching destination D.
We assume that LD = LG = L. This assumption is valid since
the legitimate and the deceptive nodes are often close to
the source node and they share the same destination. Let
L := {l1 , l2 , · · · , lL } be the set of L stages of exploration.
Nodes RG and RD start with the first stage of exploration by
discovering the sets of nodes N1D and N1G , respectively. Let
Nlhe , e ∈ {D, G}, lh ∈ L , be the set of explored nodes at stage
lh for legitimate and deceptive paths. Let (nei , lh ) ∈ Nlhe , e ∈
{D, G}, h ∈ L, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nleh , denote the node chosen at
stage lh , where Nhe = |Nl e |. For the final stage lL , it is clear
that the sets NlLe , e ∈ {D, G}, are singletons only containing
the destination node F. A node at stage lh chooses a node to
connect to at stage lh+1 for h = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1. And also by
default, we see nodes RD and RG are nodes at initial stage
l0 , N0D := {RD } and N0G := {RG }.
Denote by Ah, j attacker j who is present at stage h. An
attacker allocates his resources to cause maximum damage
on the routing path. Let Ch be the resource budget of
the attacker at stage h, and qeh, j ∈ [0,Ch, j ] be the resource
allocated to two different routes such that

∑

ceh, j (qeh, j , (nei , h + 1)) ≤ C̄h, j ,

(2)

e∈{G,D}
e →
where C̄h, j are the resource budgets; ceh, j : [0,Ch, j ] × Nh+1
R, are monotonically increasing differentiable functions of
qeh, j . The costs depend on the connecting nodes (nei , h + 1)
as the costs are higher when the attacker is farther away
from the nodes. An attacker Ah, j has a belief π = {πh,e j ∈
[0, 1], e ∈ {G, D}} on the routes, i.e., the attacker believes
with probability πh,G j that the legitimate path is the true
path and with probability πh,D j that the deceptive path is
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the true path. Let NA be the set of NA attackers along the
path, and NA,h be the set of NA,h attackers at stage lh . Let
qh, j = [qeh, j , e ∈ {D, G}] be the attack strategy of an attacker
Ah, j at stage lh . Denote by qeh = [qeh, j , j ∈ NA,h ] the attack on
route e at stage h, and qe = [qeh, j , j ∈ NA,h , h = 0, · · · , L] the
attack on legitimate or deceptive path.
The deceptive routing framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
the first stage of the game, the source splits its data rate into
two paths: one sends to the deceptive node RD and the other
sends to the legitimate node RG . In the following stages, RD
and RG search for connecting nodes to reach the destination
F. An attacker is located at stage h to jam the traffic between
G
D
D
nodes (nG
i , h) and (ni , h + 1), (ni , h) and (ni , h + 1).

e
(nei , h) maximizes (or minimizes) its utility-to-go U(n
,
i ,h)
given by
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=

ueh0 ((n, h), (n, h + 1), qeh , xe ) .
∑
0

(5)

h =h

An attacker Ah, j at stage h aims to minimize the stage cost
function according to his belief subject to his resource cone ×
straint (2). Denote by uAh, j : ∏e∈{D,G} Nhe × ∏e∈{D,G} Nh+1
[0,Ch, j ] × [0, 1] → R the payoff function of attacker Ah, j ,
which is given by
uAh, j =

∑

πh,e j ueh .

(6)

e∈{G,D}

A. Utility Functions
The stage utility function of node (nei , h), e ∈ {G, D}, at
stage lh depends on the currently connected node (nei , h), the
connecting node (nei , h + 1), the actions of the attackers qeh ,
and the initial data rate xhe determined by the source node S.
Moreover, in general, the stage utility is also influenced by
routing behaviors from other paths. In this model, the stage
utility of (nG
i , h) of the legitimate path depends on the choice
of the connecting nodes (nD
i , h + 1) from the deceptive one,
,
h).
and likewise for (nD
i
D
G
G
D
Let (n, h) := [(nG
i , h), (n j , h)], (ni , h) ∈ Nh , (n j , h) ∈
D
Nh , be the profile of connected nodes of the legitimate and the deceptive paths at stage h. We denote the
stage utility by ueh (n, h), (n, h + 1), qeh , xe : ∏e∈{G,D} Nhe ×
e × NA,h [0,C ] × [0, 1] → R. We assume that
∏e∈{G,D} Nh+1
∏ j=1
h, j
it is a continuous and non-decreasing function of xhe and a
continuous and non-increasing function of qeh, j .
At each stage, the decision is made by the current connected node on the following node at stage lh+1 . Hence,
distributed decisions lead to a path Pe formed by the chain
of nodes Re → (nei , l1 ) → (nei , l2 ) · · · → (nei , lL ) → F. Let
P e (Re , F), e ∈ {G, D}, be the set of all admissible paths from
the source to destination. The goal of the legitimate node RG
connected to the source is to find the best route to maximize the path utility U G (PG (RG , F), PD (RD , F), qG , xG ) :
NA,h
P G (RG , F) × P D (RD , F) × ∏L−1
h=1 ∏ j=1 [0,Ch, j ] × [0, 1] → R
of RG which is given by the sum of the stage utilities from
l1 to lL , i.e.,
L

U G (PG , PD , qG , xG ) =

∑ uGh .

(3)

h=1

On the contrary, the goal of the deceptive node RD
is to find a deceiving path so that the path is most
vulnerable to attacks. In other words, RD seeks to minimize its path utility U D (PD (RD , F), PG (RG , F), qD , xD ) :
NA,h
P D (RD , F) × P G (RG , F) × ∏L−1
h=1 ∏ j=1 [0,Ch, j ] × [0, 1] → R
from stage h = 1 to h = L, given by
L

U D (PD , PG , qD , xD ) =

∑ uDh .

(4)

h=1

Since node (nei , h) can only decide on the next connecting
node (nei , h + 1) to optimize the path in the future, node

Remark 1: The utility functions of RD and RG in (3) and
(4) are interdependent on the routing strategies of each path.
Since there is lack of communications between RD and RG
and it is so for their future connecting nodes, the strategic
behaviors between two routing paths lead to a noncooperative
game.
Remark 2: In utility functions (3) and (4), we have explicitly emphasized the dependence of utility of one path on
the other. The coupling results from the fact that (i) Nhe can
be overlapping, i.e., NhD ∩ NhG 6= 0,
/ for h = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1;
(ii) the coupled constraints (2) lead to interdependencies
through attack strategies. The framework described above
can be easily extended to more general cases with multiple
deceptive routes with nodes RD1 , RD2 , · · · , RDM at the first
stage.
B. Stackelberg Game
Since the source node proactively chooses deceptive
routes, we can view the interaction between the defender
and the attackers as a multi-stage Stackelberg game, where at
every stage the defender is the leader and the attackers are the
followers. We assume that there are no collusions between
the attackers, i.e, NA,h attackers at stage lh choose their attack
strategies qh, j , j ∈ NA,h independently. If collusion happens,
we can group the colluding attackers as a single one. Given
the rates xe , e ∈ {D, G}, and the connecting node (ni , h + 1)
for node (ni , h), we have an NA,h -person non-cooperative
e }
A
game ΞA,h := hNA,h , {Qh,
j Ah, j ∈NA,h ,e∈{G,D} , {uh, j }Ah, j ∈NA,h i
among the group of attackers at every stage h, where the
set of players is NA,h , the action set for each player Ah, j is
e := [0,C ], for all e ∈ {G, D}, and the payoff function
Qh,
h, j
j
of each player is uAh, j . Since the payoff function is continuous
e , and qe ∈ Q e
and convex in qeh, j ∈ Qh,
j
h, j
h, j are compact
and convex, the game admits a Nash equilibrium in pure
strategies according to Theorem 4.3 in [17]. Denote by
e , e ∈ {D, G}] the best response strategy
κh, j = [κh,e j , κh,e j ∈ Qh,
j
e × [0, 1] →
of each attacker Ah, j , where κh,e j : Nhe × Nh+1
e . We assume that this game Ξ
Qh,
admits
a
unique best
A,h
j
response for every stage lh . Denote by κh,∗ j the unique Nash
equilibrium attack strategy in response to (nei , h) and its
connecting node (nei , h + 1) and rates xe for e ∈ {G, D}.
With the best response κh∗ = [κh,∗ j , j ∈ NA,h ] of the attackers, at each stage h, nodes RG and RD aim to find the
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best routing path by choosing the next connecting node. At
G
every stage, (nG
i , h) chooses a connecting node (ni , h + 1) at
G
the next stage by maximizing its utility-to-go U(nG ,h) , while
i

the deceptive node chooses a connecting node (nD
i , h + 1)
D
G
to minimize its utility-to-go U(n
D ,h) , i.e., node (ni , h) finds
G
(nG
i , h + 1) ∈ Nh to maximize

i

G
U(n
G ,h) =
i

L

G 0
G 0
D 0
D 0
∗ G
uG
∑
h0 ((ni , h ), (ni , h + 1), (ni , h ), (ni , h + 1), κh0 , x ),
0

h =h

(7)

C. Stackelberg Equilibrium
In this subsection, we define the equilibrium solution
concepts associated with the Stackelberg game defined above
and use an iterative backward induction method to find the
equilibrium of the game.
Definition 2: (Path Stackelberg Equilibrium in Pure
Strategies) Assume that κh∗ is unique and κ ∗ =
[κh∗ ]h=1,2,··· ,L−1 . Given a rate profile (xG , xD ), routing paths
Pe∗ (Re , F) ∈ P e (Re , F), e ∈ {G, D}, are called pure path
Stackelberg equilibrium (PPSE) strategies for the leaders
RD , RG of the game ΞS if
U G∗ (xG , xD ) := U G (PG∗ , PD∗ , κ G∗ (PG∗ , PD∗ ), xG )

D
D
and node (nD
i , h) finds (ni , h + 1) ∈ Nh to minimize
L

∑

h0 =h

≥

D 0
D 0
G 0
G 0
∗ D
uD
h0 ((ni , h ), (ni , h + 1), (ni , h ), (ni , h + 1), κh0 , x ).

U D∗ (xG , xD ) := U D (PD∗ , PG∗ , κ D∗ (PG∗ , PD∗ ), xD )
≤

(8)

The optimal strategies of nodes (nG
i , h) at each stage lh
lead to optimal paths PG (RG , F) and PD (RD , F), which yield
the optimal utilities U G∗ and U D∗ , respectively. The coupling
between the legitimate route and the deceptive one comes
explicitly from the interdependence in the utility as well as
implicitly from the attacker strategies. Note that U G∗ and
U D∗ are functions of rates xG and xD . At the source node S,
the decision is made to maximize U G∗ , i.e., the source node
S solves the following source problem (SP):
(SP) U G? :=

max

xG , xD ∈[0,1]

s.t.

U G (PG , PD∗ , κ G∗ (PG , PD∗ ), xG ),

U G∗ (xG , xD )
constraint (1) holds.

We define formally the Stackelberg game as follows.
Definition 1 (Stackelberg Game): Let ΞS be the (NA +
3)-person Stackelberg game, with the set NA of NA attackers
as the followers and S, RD , RG , as the leaders. Source S splits
its data to the legitimate node RG and the deceptive node RD
by solving (SP). Nodes RG and RD choose routing paths to
maximize (or minimize) their utility functions (3) and (4),
respectively. In response to the actions of the leaders, every
attacker Ah, j ∈ NA at stage lh minimizes his stage payoff
function uAh, j in (6).
Remark 3: Note that the Stackelberg game ΞS has three
leaders S, RD , RG . Strictly speaking, there is also a leaderand-follower relationship between these three players. S is
the leader who decides on the data rates while RG and RD
are players who decide on the routing path in response to the
determined rates. In the case where S makes both rate and
routing decisions, including decisions on choices of RD and
RG , we call the game an (NA + 1)-person Stackelberg game.
In Fig. 2, we illustrate the Stackelberg game framework
at each stage lh associated with the system model in Fig. 1.
Attackers Ah, j , j = 1, 2, 3, behave as followers and choose
attack strategies κh in response to the defending actions.
D
(nG
i , h) and (ni , h) act as leaders choosing the connecting
G
nodes (ni , h + 1) and (nD
i , h + 1), respectively.
In Fig. 3, we illustrate the strategic interactions between
S, RG , RD . The source node first determines the data rates xD
and xG . In response to them, RG and RD seek to find the best
routing paths that lead to the destination F.

U D (PD , PG∗ , κ D∗ (PG∗ , PD ), xD ),

for all Pe ∈ P e (Re , F).
Note that in U e , e ∈ {D, G}, above, we have suppressed
the dependence of xG , xD in Pe , Pe∗ , and κ e , κ e∗ . The
equilibrium outcomes of PPSE are denoted by functions
U G∗ (·),U D∗ (·) for the legitimate and the deceptive paths,
respectively. Following (SP) and Definition 1, we can define
rate Stackelberg Equilibrium (RSE) as follows.
Definition 3 (Rate Stackelberg Equilibrium): Suppose
that κh∗ is unique and κ ∗ = [κh∗ ]h=1,2,··· ,L−1 . In addition,
Pe∗ , e ∈ {D, G}, is a unique PPSE by Definition 2, and
we use Pe (xG ) to denote explicitly the dependence of
the routing paths on the data rates. Then, a rate profile
xe∗ ∈ [0, 1], e ∈ {G, D}, with constraint (1) is called rate
Stackelberg equilibrium (RSE) strategies for the leader S of
the game ΞS if
U G?

:= U G (PG∗ (xG∗ ), κ G∗ (PG∗ , PD∗ , xG∗ ), xG∗ )
≥

U G (PG∗ (xG ), κ G∗ (PG∗ , PD∗ , xG ), xG ),

for all xG ∈ [0, 1], where Pe∗ (Re , F), e ∈ {G, D}, are PPSE
defined in Definition 2.
Note that from (1), xD = 1 − xG . Hence we can express
e
U , Pe all in terms of xG above. Every RSE defined maximizes (SP) and a global optimal solution to (SP) satisfies the
definition. Hence the notion of RSE is equivalent to finding
the global optimal solution to (SP). Definition (2) describes
a pure strategy path Stackelberg equilibrium. However, due
to the noncooperative behaviors between RD and RG , there
may not exist an equilibrium in pure strategies. Hence, we
need to study the equilibrium under mixed strategies. We
let peh = [peh ((nei , h)), (nei , h) ∈ Nhe ] ∈ Γeh be the probability
distribution over the action set Nhe , where




e
e
Γeh := peh ((nei , h)) ∈ R+
p
((n
,
h))
=
1
,
∑ h i


(ne ,h)∈N e
i

h

e ∈ {G, D}, h = 1, · · · , L − 1.
We consider behavioral mixed strategies (BMS) in which
every node (nei , h) randomizes over Nhe at every stage h
[17]. Denote by pe = [peh , h = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1] the behavioral
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Fig. 2. Stackelberg game at each stage lh : Attackers Ah,1 , Ah,2 , Ah,3 behave
as followers using equilibrium attack strategies κh , and defending nodes
D
(nG
i , h) and (ni , h) act as leaders choosing the connecting nodes.

path mixed strategies (BPMS), and Ue , e ∈ {G, D}, the utility
functions under BPMS given by Ue (pe , κ̄ e (pe ), xe ), where
κ̄ is attacker’s best response to BPMSs with constraint (2)
being averaged over peh , i.e.,


e
e
e
e
e
,
(n
,
h
+
1)
≤ C̄h, j ,
((n
,
h))c
q
p
∑
∑ h i
i
h, j
h, j
e∈{G,D} (nei ,h)∈Nhe

(9)
Definition 4 (Path Stackelberg Equilibrium in BMS):
Assume that κ̄h∗ is the unique best response to BMS at
each stage, and κ̄ ∗ = [κ̄h∗ ]h=1,2,··· ,L−1 . Given a rate profile
(xG , xD ), routing paths pe∗ , e ∈ {G, D}, are called behavioral
mixed path Stackelberg equilibrium (BMPSE) strategies for
the leaders RD , RG of the game ΞS if

h = 1, 2, · · · , L − 2,

UG (pG , pD∗ , κ̄ G∗ (pG ), xG ),

Ue∗
nei ,L−1

UD∗ (xG , xD ) := UD (pD∗ , pG∗ , κ̄ D∗ (pD∗ ), xD )
≤

UD (pD , pG∗ , κ̄ D∗ (pD ), xD ),

for all peh ∈ Γeh , h = 1, · · · , L − 1.
Note that RSE that corresponds to BMPSE can also be
defined in a similar fashion as in Definition 3 by replacing
Pe with pe and κ e with κ̄ e . The RSE for BMPSE can be
found by solving a source problem similar to (SP). We call
it a mixed source problem (MSP), i.e.,
(MSP) UG? :=

due to the uniqueness and continuity of κ̄ e and UG , it follows
from Theorem 4.8 in [17] that ΞS admits a RSE associated
with the BMPSE solution.
Proposition 3: Assume that κ̄h∗ is unique for every h.
The BMPSE of the game ΞS can be found using backward
induction, i.e.,
n

D∗
pG∗
,
p
∈
arg
NE
UG∗
+ uG
h
h
h,
(nG
i ,h+1)
o
UD∗
+ uD
(10)
h ,
(nD
i ,h+1)


n
UG∗
, UD∗
∈ NE UG∗
+ uG
h,
(nD
(nG
(nG
i ,h)
i ,h)
i ,h+1)
o
UD∗
+ uD
h ,
(nD ,h+1)
i

UG∗ (xG , xD ) := UG (pG∗ , pD∗ , κ̄ G∗ (pG∗ ), xG )
≥

Fig. 3. Stackelberg game between S, RG , RD . The source node S first
determines the data rates. RG and RD behave as followers in response to xG
and xD , respectively, to find the best routing paths P(RG , F) and P(RD , F).

max

xG , xD ∈[0,1]

s.t.

UG∗ (xG , xD )
Constraint (1) holds.

Proposition 1: Assume that κ̄ e , e ∈ {G, D}, are unique.
Then the Stackelberg game ΞS admits a BMPSE solution.
Proof: Given that κ̄ e are unique, we can view the game
at each stage lh as a strategic game in normal form, and hence
it follows from Theorem 3.2 in [17] that ΞS admits a BMPSE
solution.
Proposition 2: Assume that κ̄ e , e ∈ {G, D}, are unique
e
and are continuous mappings from ∏e∈{D,G} ∏L−1
h=1 Γh × [0, 1]
e
e∗
to ∏Ah, j ∈NA,h Qh, j . In addition, p are unique and continuous
in xG , xD . Then, the Stackelberg game ΞS admits a RSE
described by (MSP).
Proof: Following Proposition 1, the Stackelberg game
ΞS admits a BMPSE solution pe∗ , e ∈ {G, D}. By fixing pe∗ ,

=

(11)

ueF ,

where ueF , e ∈ {G, D}, is the utility of the legitimate and
the deceptive path connecting from (nei , L − 1) to the final
destination F, respectively. The mixed strategy peL−1 is a
point distribution over the singleton sets NLe . arg NE {·} is
an operator that yields the mixed strategy Nash equilibria of
two-person nonzero-sum games in normal form with utility
functions specified in the argument, and NE is an operator
that yields the corresponding equilibrium
utilities at the

D∗
mixed strategy equilibrium pG∗
h , ph .
Sketch of the Proof: Note that the multi-level structure of
the game allows us to write
Ue := Ue(ne ,1) = ue1 + Ue(ne ,2) , e ∈ {G, D},
i

i

(12)

which is composed of two parts: one is the current stage
utility and the other is the utility-to-go. Given a unique κ̄
and rate profile (xD , xG ), the maximizing (or minimizing)
decisions are not coupled across the stages, i.e.,
max UG =

PG (RG ,F)

max

G
(nG
i ,1)∈N1

uG
1 +

max

PG ((nG
i ,2),F)

UG
,
(nG ,2)

(13)

i

and likewise for minimizing UD . The process of (13) continues until it reaches the last stage where nodes (nei , L − 1), e ∈
{D, G}, connect to F with probability 1. Therefore, we can
apply the dynamic programming principle and arrive at the
recursion.
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Note that the solution obtained using this backward induction approach has the following properties [17].
Definition 5: Let Ξh be the dynamic routing game starting at stage lh with utility functions Ue(ne ,h) for e ∈ {D, G}.
i
Given a rate profile (xG , xD ), a BMPSE Pe∗ (Re , F), e ∈
{G, D}, solving the dynamic game Ξ1 , is strongly timeconsistent or subgame perfect if the truncated equilibrium
Pe∗ ((nei , h), F), e ∈ {G, D}, solves the truncated game Ξh , h ≥
2, for every h = 2, · · · , L.
D. Value of Deception
In this section, we study the value of deception as a metric
to evaluate the benefit of deception in routing. Define ρP as
the ratio between the equilibrium utility of the legitimate path
under RSE of deceptive routing scheme and its counterpart
utility without deception under PPSE, i.e.,
ρP :=

U G∗ (xG∗ , 1 − xG∗ )
U G?
=
,
U G∗ (1, 0)
U G∗ (1, 0)

(14)

where xG∗ is a RSE, U G? ,U G∗ are defined in (SP) and
Definition 2, respectively. Likewise, we can define the ratio
for equilibrium in mixed strategies given by
ρM :=

UG?
UG∗ (xG∗ , 1 − xG∗ )
=
,
UG∗ (1, 0)
UG∗ (1, 0)

(15)

where UG? , UG∗ are defined in (MSP) and Definition 4,
respectively. Deception is advantageous when the ratio ρP
or ρM is greater than 1. The ratio can be evaluated in a
closed form in special cases (Section IV).
IV. C ASE OF L OGARITHMIC U TILITY FOR S OURCE
In this section, we analyze this deceptive flow allocation model for a multi-hop connection between the source
and destination. We take a logarithmic function to reflect
D
the risk-adversity of the source, uh ((nG
i , h − 1), (ni , h −
1), qhG , qhD , xG ) = ln (1 + qhG xG ). In this example, we assume
that the stage lh costs are independent of other stages for
simplified analysis. Hence, we only need to solve the game
of the same structure at each stage after RD and RG . We
assume that, if there is no adversary present in the vicinity
of a link, then qhR = qhD = 1, i.e. all real and deceptive packets
are delivered correctly. At the same time, we assume that the
adversary attempts to minimize the total throughput at stage
D
G
lh , uAh, j = πG axh + πD axh .
D
G
We first analyze the adversary’s optimal jamming strategy
at hop h via the following lemma.
Lemma 1: For given costs chG and chD , the adversary’s
optimal strategy at hop lh is given by
ahG = q

Ch
πD xD h h
h
πG xG cG cD + cG

,

ahD = q

Ch
πD x G h h
h
πG xD cD cG + cD

(16)

Proof: For a given routing and flow allocation, the
adversary’s strategy can be determined by solving the optimization problem
minimize
ahG , ahD
s.t.

G

D

G

D

πG axh + πD axh

chG phG + chD phD ≤ Ch

(17)

Since the adversary’s objective is a convex function of aG
and aD , the optimal strategy (a∗G , a∗D ) can be obtained as a
solution to the Lagrangian equations
πG xG
+ µchG = 0,
(ahG )2
πD x D
− h 2 + µchD = 0,
(aD )
−

chG ahG + chD ahD = Ch .
Solving the above system of equations yields (16).
The network nodes choose a receiver for the next hop
in order to maximize the utility of the good session, based
on knowledge of the adversary’s optimal response. In this
case, at each hop h the sender chooses (ne , h), e ∈ {G, D} in
G
order to maximize ln (1 + axh ). To achieve this, the goal is to
maximize

1
,
ah∗
G

G

or equivalently, to minimize ah∗
G.

By (16), the adversary’s best response a∗G is decreasing in
CR and increasing in CD . Hence aG is minimized when CR is
maximized and CD is minimized. Intuitively, this implies that
the real flow should be as far from the adversary’s position
as possible, while the deceptive flow is located close to the
adversary. Since the deceptive flow has lower cost to attack,
the adversary will target this flow instead of the real flow.
After selecting a next node at each intermediate hop and
at the source, the final step is for the source to allocate the
real and deceptive flows. In order to maximize the source
utility function, the real and deceptive flow rates are chosen
according to


G
maximize ∑Lh=1 ln 1 + ah (xxG ,xD )
G

xG , xD
s.t.

(18)

Constraint (1) holds.

By Lemma 1, optimization problem (18) is equivalent to
!
q
π
maximize ∑Lh=1 ln 1 +
xG
s.t.

G h
D G
G h h
πG x (1−x )cG cD +x cG
h
C

(19)

0 ≤ xG ≤ 1.

Efficient algorithms for finding the optimal flow allocation
under (18) can be readily obtained in view of the following
lemma.
Lemma 2: The problem described in (19) is a convex
optimization problem.
Proof: The function ππDG chG chD xG (1 − xG ) is concave and
increasing in xG on the interval [0, 1]. The concavity of the
objective function of (19) then follows from composition
rules.
The results of this section are summarized in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1: Suppose that each hop is independent and
the utility function of the network is logarithmic. Then the
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pure-strategy path Stackelberg equilibrium is given by
ahG = q
ahD = q

Ch
πD xD
πG xG

,

(20)

,

(21)

chG chD + chG
Ch

xG h h
c c + chD
xD D G
nhG = arg max chn ,
n∈NhG
πD
πG

nhD = arg min chn ,
n∈NhD

(22)
(23)

while the pure-strategy rate Stackelberg equilibrium is given
by (20)–(23) together with the solution to (19).
Based on these equilibria, the value of deception ρP can be
computed. In this case, it is always advantageous to introduce
deception, as described by the following proposition.
Proposition 4: For the equilibria of Theorem 1, ρP > 1.
Proof: We have ρP > 1 if there exists xG such that
UG (xG , 1 − xG ) > UG (1, 0). This will occur if, at each hop,
uhG (xG , 1 − xG ) > uhG (1, 0). By the monotonicity of the logarithm function, this is equivalent to
r
πD G
x (1 − xG )chG chD + xG chG > chG .
(24)
πG
Rearranging the terms of (24) yields
αxG (1 − xG ) > β (1 − xG )2 ,
where α = ππGD chG chD and β = (chG )2 . Eq. (24) is therefore
equivalent to
(α + β )(xG )2 − (2β + α)xG + β < 0.

the adversary’s belief πG was set equal to 0.5, the adversary’s
level of resources, representing the jamming power available
to each adversary, was set equal to Ch = 105 at each hop.
The number of hops L = 4.
The adversary’s belief that the legitimate path is the true
path, denoted πG , influenced both the flow allocation strategy
at the source and the resulting utility. As πG increases, the
adversary becomes less likely to target the deceptive flow,
making deception less effective. As a result, the utility of
the network using deception will decrease (Figure 4(a)) and
the gap between the utility of deceptive and non-deceptive
networks will decrease. At the same time, as πG increases,
the rate of the deceptive flow will also decrease (Figure 4(b)).
The utility for both deceptive and non-deceptive flows
experiences roughly linear growth in the number of hops
(Figure 4(c)). This behavior follows from the fact that the
utility is additive over each hop and the routing decisions
at each hop are independent. We observe that the benefit of
using deception increases as the number of hops increases.
Since deception provides an incremental benefit at each hop,
increasing the number of hops increases the total benefit of
deception.
As the resources available to the adversary increase, the
utilities of both deceptive and non-deceptive strategies are
reduced (Figure 4(d)). We observe a more graceful degradation arising from the use of deception. We note that Ch
alone does not affect the flow allocation of the source, since
Ch can be viewed as a constant offset in the objective of
(19).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS

(25)

We have that ρP > 1 if the left-hand side of (25) has two
positive roots. The roots are given by
p
2β + α ± (2β + α)2 − 4β (α + β )
.
(26)
2(α + β )
One of the roots is equal to 1, while the other root is equal
to β /(α + β ), which is always positive and strictly between
0 and 1. Hence there always exists xG such that UG (xG , 1 −
xG ) > UG (1, 0).
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
A multi-hop wireless network was simulated using Matlab.
The simulated network topology consisted of L hops, with
each node at hop h capable of communicating with each
node at hop lh+1 . The destination was placed at the L − th
hop. The source was assumed to have a logarithmic utility
function as described in Section IV.
A total of L adversaries were simulated, with the h − th
adversary operating at a random location within 400m of the
nodes in hop lh . The unit cost for an adversary at hop lh to
jam was set equal to dhα , where dh represents the distance to
the receiver at hop lh and α is the path-loss constant, equal to
2. The adversary jamming strategy was chosen to maximize
the utility given in Section IV. Each data point represents an
average over 50 independent trials. Unless otherwise noted,

Deception is used to distract attackers from attacking
the legitimate routes for real data. In this paper, we have
proposed a game-theoretic framework for deceptive routing
in communication networks. The framework is composed of
multiple stages. At the first stage of the game, the source
strategically splits its data into two intermediate routing
nodes. One is legitimate and the other is deceptive. The
second stage of the game involves search of optimal multihop paths to the destination in response to jamming behaviors
from adversaries as well as the interference from the other
route at each hop. The deceptive routing game considers
many roles of the players, the source, legitimate and deceptive nodes, intermediate routing nodes, and jammers. The
complex interactions among these players are defined by a
NA + 3-person Stackelberg game. We have introduced solution concepts such as path Stackelberg equilibrium (PSE),
rate Stackelberg equilibrium (RSE) and their behavioral
mixed strategy counterparts for the game. We have proposed a backward induction method to find the routing
path and studied the routing consistency of the solution.
We have illustrated further with logarithmic utility functions
and provided PSE and RSE solutions in closed form. The
proposed game-theoretic framework can be applied to routing
problems in many communication networks such as ad hoc
networks, wireless sensor networks, and wireless mobile
networks. Our future work will entail development of routing
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Simulation of deceptive routing and flow allocation in a multi-hop network. (a) The effect of the adversary’s belief that the legitimate path is the
true path, πG , on the source utility. The use of deception increases the achieved utility. (b) The effect of the adversary’s belief on the flow allocation. As
the adversary grows more certain that the correct flow is real, the benefit of deception, and hence the rate of deceptive flow, decreases. (c) The utility
of the source grows roughly linearly in the number of hops. (d) As the adversary’s resources increase, the utility with and without deception decreases.
Deception provides consistently higher utility than the non-deceptive case.

algorithms based on learning techniques, and generalization
of the framework here to multiple deceptive paths.
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